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HRC Open 50 - a huge success! 

 

The club Open 50 attracted a field of 109 starters  and although there were quite a few 

DNS it was a very good turn out.  

It was combined with VTTA 50 mile championship and HRC took the team prize so 

good result!! 

 

Resume of results is: 

 
30 Andy Langdown Hampshire RC  V 1:52:56 

16 Hamish Walker Hampshire RC  V 1:54:14 

59 Gary Ferrett Hampshire RC  V 1:55:28 

109 Bob Crabtree Hampshire RC  S 1:57:54 

42 Den Tapping Hampshire RC  V 1:59:22 

1 John Isard Hampshire RC  V 2:12:04 

24 Chris Mcguire Hampshire RC  V 2:12:30 

8 Paul Beck Hampshire RC  V 2:14:34 

 

 

Many many thanks to all who assisted, who in not necessarily the correct order were: 

 

Kathie Collard-Berry from a3crg for  initiating chronograph operative 

 

Kathie Whitmore for completion chronograph operative  

 

Brendan Roberts as Rider dispatch coordinator 

 

Sue and Andy Gray for  post-race provisions supply 

 

Dee Ferrett and Lorna  for race results compilation 

 

Chris McGuire for on-road rider information display distribution 

 

Andy Gray, Sue Gray, Dee Ferrett, and Martyn Lewis for on-road rider instruction 

assisstance
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Hayling to Paris Charity cycle ride 2015 

 

This year three HRC members undertook the ride, accompanied by a few members of 

lesser local clubs 

Sunday 12th - congregated at Portsmouth ferryport for departure - last year made the 

mistake of drinking 2 pints of heavy before getting on boat, then having another pint 

before hearing "100 miles tomorrow". So in the belief that no one could make the the 

same mistake two years running had two pints at the pub, boarded the boat and then 

spurred on by certain others, had three pints on board. Awoke (came to?) next morning 

and collected route notes to discover that horrifyingly the mistake had been repeated - 

yes they were planning on making us ride 90 miles 

Monday 13th - the 90 miles to Evreux seemed an easy challenge until some way into 

the ride - about 15 miles from memory, the effects of the previous evening kicked in - 

still managed a moving average of 15mpg despite 5 climbs to around 500ft  

Tuesday 14th - Evreux to Versailles - 60 miles. Rachael had booked a tour of some old 

building at Versailles and we had to be there by 3:15. This was decidedly too easy so 

we spent lots of time drinking beer until a high speed sprint into Versailles was needed. 

Arrived on the dot of 3:40 - just in time for the tour - an average of 16mph. The old 

building proved interesting - well worth the dash. Rode to the hotel that Rachael was in 

for a beer, then decided to eat there, then had a beer (or 2) Martyn and I rode through 

Versailles at 10:30 trying to find our hotel! Cheered on by other riders at various bars! 

 

 
 

Wednesday 15th - Versailles to Rouen - 83 miles. This is a mainly flat course with a 

couple of climbs chucked in to wake us up -  a 7 mile drag at 20 miles then 5 miles of 

ascent from near sealevel to 500ft in 5 miles. Held an average of 15.5mph so not 

unhappy. Walked into old town for lovely Normand supper followed by son et lumiere 

at the cathedral  

 

Thursday 16th - Rouen to LeHavre - 70 miles. I would like to say that I have lost my 

records of this ride but a certain female cyclist will no doubt make sure that all are made 

public. Decided that 4 of us  - Rachael, Martyn, myself and John Mottershead from 
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PNECC would ride this briskly.  I confess to struggling on this ride and while the sight 

of a PNECC vest disappearing up a hill in front is galling, when it is accompanied by an 

HRC vest with a WOMAN inside - that stings!! Anyway -well done Rachael for very 

good riding - which did you good. Arrived at Le Havre with a 16mph average to find a 

bar with beer and a beach with sea - sampled both and one Bianchi rider maintained 

colour coordination. Think we went out for moules dinner but strangely memory hazy 

 

       
 

Friday 17th - LeHavre to Caen - Martyn and I riding alone as Rachael joined a group of 

past riders for a fancy dress last day. I went as "old person in lycra" Coffee stop in 

Honfleur opposite the traditional Duo trip last day lunch. Pressed on and worked out 

that we are in front of the girls with a lunch stop arranged. Arrived at what the course 

note say "road goes uphill" Climb 420 ft in 2 miles of climb - happily at top is support 

car and more important, a bar. Get some beers, sit outside bar and and wait for girls. 

With impeccable timing they arrive as beer is just finished. We ride to a planned lunch 

stop and have a restful break, then on to the last rendezvous - (I must check the French 

for rendezvous) - Pegasus bridge. Riders arrive in droves as we supp beer, then 

common sense dictates that we leave for the hotel. At this point the heavens open and 

our departure is delayed. To while away the wait we have a beer. Eventually decide to 

go for it come what may. It was during the ride to the hotel along a narrow path that one 

of our number might have discovered that riding a bike on a wet surface after several 

beers can lead to strange black/purple marks appearing the next day on the upper arms. 

No medical explanation can be found and the fence was undamaged so the mystery 

remains 

End of event party night was held at the Mercure - a brilliant evening at which one 

HRC member flashed her frilly knickers at all present! Rachael and the original Paris-

Hayling girls did the can-can to rapturous applause - and well deserved - a brilliant 

show to end a great week 

 

Saturday 18th - We have been told in no uncertain terms that we must leave by 7:00am 

AT THE VERY LATEST so, on the dot of 7:15 Martyn and I leave the hotel. By happy 

coincidence we remember the route, ride hard, and catch the peleton.  

A good week's riding which certainly left one HRC rider stronger and fitter, and one 

older but not wiser! Ah well..... 
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The mystery of Numbers in a race! 

So you’ve got your number in an Open and you know your start time, but that number tells 

‘people in the know’ more about you than you think. 

On a club event a number merely tells everyone how keen you were to sign on or that you need 

to get away early! (or you know the organiser). No. 13 is the funny number that superstitious 

riders try to avoid as it is believed unlucky, but a tip, if you wear the number upside down then 

the luck returns! Also everyone notices you and that number, even drivers on the road, as they 

laugh out loud and say “Look at that fool on a bike who’s got their number on upside down!” as 

they then plough into unlucky for some no.12 just in front of you. 

 

In the Tour de France and other major professional races a number ending with no.1 means that 

you are the team leader. No.1 being the winner last year (the remainder of the team then getting 

numbers no.2 up to no.9 if that is the max number of team riders and 11 is the second fastest 

rider of the previous year with that rider’s team getting no12 – no.19 etc.. 

So back to a UK Open number. An Open event is usually limited to a field of 120 riders. So it 

takes 120 minutes to release all the riders, as the riders start at 1 minute intervals. Any event 

where numbers don’t exceed 90 shows that the organisers were lazy so and so’s preferring to 

stay in bed for half an hour longer on that Sunday morning, or ok, it could mean entrants 

numbers were down too I suppose. 

Traditionally, No. 1 goes to the hosting club for that rider to guide he way for everyone else and 

check signs and marshals are correct. If there was a problem on the course No.1 would actually 

be obliged to solve any problem out on course and sacrifice their ride if necessary. Assuming 

all marshals and signs are as per the risk assessment, let’s look at the other numbers. 

Right then, if you are a 10 number then you are a fast boy or girl. A number ending in a 5 

means you are a second tier fast boy or girl. 

The field is listed from your reported fastest time to the reported slowest time of the whole 

field. The Seeder then allocates the highest 10 number to the fastest rider, then next highest 10 

then next highest 10 until they run out. The same method is done again with 5’s. So you’ve 

done 120,110,100,90 etc. then 115,105,95,85 etc.. 

What next you say……you do all the 1s, 6s, 2s, 7,3,8,4, and finally 9. This has been 

scientifically worked out to space the field and keep similar ability riders apart. 

If you are a number ending in 9 as I usually end up with, it means you are a relative slowbee, or 

you are a fast person who’s lied on their sheet to make it more interesting as you tear up the 

field to make yourself feel better! But be warned if you ‘fabricate your times’ to be fast you’ll 

be found out and passed by everyone, and if you go for a slower time you may not get entered 

as strictly the list is seeded on fastest times not how promptly you’ve entered. So unfortunately 

if you are organised but a bit of a slower rider than normal you could never get an entry. If you 

are a late fast boy or girl you’ll always get an entry. (Then the lateys may DNS (Do not start) on 

the day as they are not organised and that place is lost! Cruel or what? However, always enter 

whatever Open you want and say you’ll be a reserve too as all organisers want a full field and 

people always drop out. 

So there it is, the secret of numbers. And if you get a 10 number or 5 number in a club event 

just remember for that evening you are a fast boy or girl. Oh and avoid No.12 for the reasons 

discussed above!!!!!!!! 

Chris the Seeder. 
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Roller racing evening - October 13th 

 

October 13th saw a roller racing evening at the Emsworth centre where, somewhat informally, HRC 

and SDV competed against each other. 

 

The event was organised by Rachael, who also provided a wonderful ploughman's lunch based supper 

which was much appreciated by all, supplemented by a bread pudding and lovely coffee and walnut 

cake from Sharon  

 

The racing consisted of pairs of riders sprinting on fixed wheel, low geared (76") bikes bolted onto rear 

rollers, for, initially 250m.  

 
 

After the first session, the knock-out series was started to get quarter-finalists, then the elimination 

series 

 

Some star performances were seen by many present - and some surprises. Paul B, facing Den in a 

shoot-out for the quarter-finals, remembering the advice of Duo ride-partner Kim - "you drink as much 

as you like" (I've waited 60 odd years to hear that from a woman!! - Ed), knocked back a decent glass 

of red wine then clinched the place by 9/100ths of a second 

 

The final shoot-out was between Gary (HRC) and Jack (SDV) and was over 1km (pronounced kill-o-

meter in England!!) 

 

Gary fought hard and we hoped that his age would give long-term stamina advantage but youth won in 

the end. A stirling performance by both riders with average cadences of well over 200 - well done! 

 

All present agreed that it was a brilliant evening - a good mix of light-hearted sport with some social 

interaction - so let's hope for another one next year! 

 

Over to you Rachael - with thanks for this year's effort 
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Duo Normand 2015 

 
This year's attendance at the Duo by HRC was somewhat less than previous years, although pairings remained unchanged 

 

Chris McGuire and John Isard rode in the unlicensed category while Paul Beck again teamed up with SDV's Kim Piper in 

the mixed. 

 

Chris and John travelled with their wives, Jo and Linda, and opted for hotel accommodation in St Lo - close to 

Marigny,while Paul joined the SDV group who rented a gite in Percy - about 10 miles out 

 

Most of us travelled across on the Thursday night crossing except John and Linda who had enjoyed a few days break 

exploring the area beforehand. 

 

In the morning Chris and Jo set off to find John and Linda, while a van load of SDV tried to keep up with Paul and 

passenger/toll payer John Banham.  

 

We arrived at the house, joined soon after by another four from SDV. A raiding party was sent to the supermarket, returning 

after an hour with enough provisions for twenty people for five days - which is surprising as there were twelve to be fed for 

four days. 

 

A twenty mile ride around the local area assuaged any feelings of guilt (what does "guilt" mean?? - Ed) followed by a walk 

into town and a decent, well priced meal 

 

Saturday saw a rendezvous between HRC and SDV in the famous street-side car-park at Marigny to ride the course but SDV 

group were delayed by a caffeine requirement, so teams went their own ways. Sadly one of SDV riders felt poorly on the 

ride and subsequently was hospitalised. This meant that following-car plans were also compromised. A quick phone call to 

Chris M secured the use of his van to be driven by John Banham as support for him and John Isard, allowing Paul B to 

support two SDV riders. Saturday night for the SDV house saw a lovely chilli con carne prepared by Julia Lampam 

followed by a relatively early night and (almost) no alcohol 

 

Sunday - race day - and, as always, busy. In the SDV household, breakfast of just about anything that gives energy - 

including chia seeds to the surprise of some, and approval of others, porridge, bananas and croissants. 

 

Drive to Marigny, rendezvous with the other, and racing starts. Chris and John depart at 9:35, followed by John B, then John 

Rowlands and Shane O'Niell of SDV start at 9:42, followed by Paul and Kim.  
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Paul and Kim set off at 12:14 followed by Chris, John and Linda Isard.   

 

 
 

 

Final pair are Shaun Smart and John Banham, off at 2:10. A wheel change for John costs them a minute or so but a good 

time put in. 

 

Menu that night was "contents of fridge" but luckily the pizzas and the apple crumble were served in different courses 

 

Monday sees the house-clean/car-pack ritual, followed by a drive to Bayeux for coffee - to the apparent distress of the cafe 

staff, then on to Juno beach memorial where we lunched on "rest of contents of fridge", baguettes and beer, enjoying the 

comfort of the central reservation of the memorial car-park (these SDV lot certainly know how to live! - Ed) 

 

We drive to Caen for our afternoon boat, check in and watch a few lines of cars board, before a slightly unusual delay. After 

a while we notice a number of girls, apparently all called Brittany - talking to waiting drivers, and at our turn learn that the 

crossing is cancelled because of - yes you guessed it - a strike!  

 

Chris and John are now trapped on the boat, while we cannot embark. After much to and fro we are told that the night boat 

from LeHavre is the option. The SDV crews leave promptly, but Paul is anguished by the thought of his fellow club 

members trapped on the ferry and resolves to do anything in his power to assist. Tense negotiations in the port office finally 

secure an assurance that all HRC members will probably be allowed free in the next 24hrs and that a compensation payment 

to Paul will be made. Satisfied with this result a brisk sprint to LeHavre ensued. SDV group question my catching them up 

over 50 miles but seem reassured that 165mph was never exceeded 

 

A decent meal filled the unexpected couple of hours, then an un-eventual crossing to land in Portsmouth on Monday 

morning 

 

As always, a brilliant weekend, and plans are afoot for a strong HRC contingent next year. 

 

Results for HRC were : Chris and John 1:37:39 which put them 42nd of 93 in their category and Paul and Kim 1:39:38 

which was 19th of 25 in the mixed and would have put them 51st of 93 in the all-male un-licensed 

 

We strive to improve!! 
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And finally 1 

 

A communication from distant lands, from a certain Michael Barton: 

 
Hello Paul, 

I read an article about some track trophies I was a part of back in 1963. The author was 

Derek Hayday who was the oldest one of our team pursuit guys. The others were Chris Latter, 

Alan Jones, and myself. I hope that Derek, and Pete Courtnall are still around. These two 

were ones I remember from my earliest days with HRC. I bought a bike from Bill Harvel in 

1960 and did my first time trial that summer. 

This old pic below is myself starting an ev. TT when I was 18 I think. Jack Hopkins is 

pushing me off. JimCarter made this track machine and I did 1:00:02 on it with an 82ins 

fixed gear. I didnt get under the hour for 25 miles until I was 38, in a TT in B.C., Canada. 

Even later I did 2:03 for 56 miles in a 70.3 triathlon, my fastest ever TT ride, (when 42). 

The second pic is two tears ago when I was riding a race in Sweden and won the 70+ cat. 

There have benn big gaps in my cycle racing "career", but I was doing other things, like 

racing in 505 sailboats in Bermuda and Canada. I also joined the Harriers running club in 

Victoria B.C. in the early 1980´s and did many marathons, (50), and several ultra-marathons 

incl. a 100km one. 

When I lived in the Yukon, Canada I also did XC ski racing in winter, and then cycle racing 

and triathlons in the summer. 

We also had this terrific cycle race which went from the Yukon into Alaska, over a big 

mountain range. It was 260 kms and I had the solo record for the 50+ group. 

I probably wont be doing much more racing now, but I still get out in the warm season here 

in Norway. I married a Norwegian woman and moved here in 2006 from Canada. 

Id like to hear from Derek and Pete if they are still around and perhaps you could give them 

my regards and very best wishes. 

Cheers to you, 

Michael Barton 

(PS I´m still in Contact with Chris Latter)  

 

 
 

And finally 2 

 

Prize-giving luncheon - this will, as usual, be at the Brookfield Hotel, on December 6th. Guest speaker will be Rick Wate, 

who runs the "Tour de Force". This year there will be a choice of menu for all those who request it, or the usual Christmas 

menu otherwise. It should be a super event so please support the club, join in, and enjoy! 

 

And finally 3 

 

AGM - this is November 16th at Emsworth International Hall - do come along and join in - your thoughts matter! 

 

And finally 4 

 

As always, please,please,please send me articles. If you do something remotely connected to cycling, scribble some words, 

send me some pics, and I'll try to include it - might not be straight away , but send it anyway!! 

 

 

 


